HOME LEARNING
YEAR 2
19/06/20

Morning Message
Good morning Year 2,
HOORAY it’s Friday, it’s the end of another week! We hope you have enjoyed all your
exciting home learning set this week! Remember today you have time to catch up an
anything you didn’t quite get finished. We’ve been extremely proud to see how well
most of you completed your Mathletics tasks already. Those yet to complete
yesterday’s Mathletics tasks, please ensure that it’s completed today.
We look forward to reading your completed Purple Mash project about Human features
of St Lucia. Please double check your work before saving it for submission.
Please ask your adult to test you on the spelling words that you’ve been practising all
week and a quick mental maths test.
The answer to yesterday’s riddle:
What has to be broken before you can use it?
Answer: an egg
Well done if you figured out the answer to the riddle.
Here’s your weekend riddle:
If a red house is made of red bricks, and a yellow house is made of yellow bricks, what is
a greenhouse made of?
Let’s have another lovely day everyone. We wish you all a happy and restful weekend.
Stay safe.
Mr Duker, Ms Bastick and Mr Kai

Picture of the Week

Writing
LO: To write the end of the story.
Today you are going to write the end of the story. The ending of a story is basically what happens at the end!
You have your plan to help you.
Think: How the problem(s) are going to be solved? Did they have any help? What happens to the characters?
Do they need to get home? How are they going to get home?
Remember: Read through your story so far and make sure you are happy with it. Write the ending of your
story.
Proof read and edit:
Once you have finished make sure proof read your story and correct any punctuation mistakes. Also choose two
sentences to improve your story.
For example: Change adjectives to better ones, add additional words to make the sentence more exciting.
Underline the sentences you chose to improve and write the improved sentences under your story. Then you
can read it to someone at home, including the improved sentences and see what they think.

Reading and Phonics

1.
2.
3.
4.

Continue reading your own book afterwards. Remember to read out to an adult.
Phonics focus this week: suffix – ed
Spelling Rules for suffix –ed :
add "-ed" to a verb to change it to the past tense. ...
when the verb ends in "e", add only "d." For example, "arrive + d = arrived".
when the verb ends in consonant + "y," change the "y" to "i" and add "-ed". ...
when a verb ends in vowel + "y," add "-ed"

Maths
Problem solving and efficient methods
Catch-up day
Use today to catch-up on any activities in your Power Maths books that you’ve missed or misunderstood
this week.
Remember to ask your adult to mark your work and discuss any incorrect answers together.
Also try to complete any unfinished Mathletics activities and then enjoy other maths activities on School
Jam.
Key vocabulary: part, whole, part-whole, add, addition, more than, subtract, subtraction, difference,
change, take away, less than, divide, division, share, multiply, multiplication, lots of, altogether, groups
of, total, sum, total cost, representation, bar model, efficient

How quick can you complete this simple arithmetic test?

Weekly Spellings
Spelling test day
Please ask your adult to test you on your spelling words that you’ve practised all week. Good luck!
1.jumped
2. planned
3. liked
4. called
5. invented
6 tidied
7. sprinted
8. carried
9. partied
10. laughed
11. cried
12. spied
13. tried
14. completed
15. justified
16. acknowledged
17. dedicated
18. condemned
19. rallied
20.multiplied

Foundation Subjects Work (for the week)

Diary
Write a diary of what work and activities you did today. Remember to include your emotions and
opinions.

